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appeal which it had had in the twelfth century, the great effort of papal propaganda of the late twelve-sixties 
had quite a substantial effect.  The Crusade, however, got under way very slowly.  Ottobuono left England in 
1268; it was not until 1270 that the English contingent, led by the Lord Edward himself, set sail.  In the same 
year St. Louis of France also set out on Crusade, to meet his death in Tunis before he ever reached the Holy 
Land.  Louis’ death severely weakened the Crusade, and Edward had to content himself with leading some 
raids on the Syrian coast, and helping in negotiations for peace with the Egyptian sultan, under which the 
coastal settlements round Acre and elsewhere were preserved until the sixteenth century.  Late in 1272 
Edward set out on his return journey, and had only reached Sicily when he received news that his father had 
died on 16th November 1272. 

Edward’s journey home was extraordinarily slow: it took him nearly two years to travel from Sicily to 
England, a space of time occupied in formal visits to the Pope and the King of France, in taking part in his 
last tournament, and in settling the affairs of Gascony.  England, meanwhile, was securely held by his 
friends.  Edward had been accepted as king by hereditary right and by the will of the magnates immediately 
on his father’s death.  But it was not until 19th August 1274 that he was crowned in his father’s choir in 
Westminster Abbey. 

E. ENGLAND UNDER EDWARD I, 1272–1307 
in G. HOLMES, THE LATER MIDDLE AGES, 1272–1485 
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6.  THE POLITICS OF ENGLAND UNDER THE THREE EDWARDS 
(1) Edward I and England to 1294 
WE HAVE seen something of Edward I’s struggles with Wales and Scotland.  It is now time to turn to the 
internal politics of the kingdom of England and to the wars with France, which imposed a much greater 
strain on royal resources than fighting in Britain and had therefore a more critical effect on the relations of 
the monarchy with its subjects at home.  When Henry III died in November 1272 his son, Edward I was in 
Sicily on his way back from Syria.  The last English king to go on Crusade was thirty-three years old and 
already a famous man in the European world.  His early manhood had been passed in a time of adventurous 
politics which had given him the opportunity to establish a reputation as a successful soldier.  He had saved 
his father’s kingdom from the rebellion of Simon de Montfort, Earl of Leicester, in 1265 Then he had taken 
the Cross and led an army to Acre.  Crusading projects remained alive and, after his conquest of Wales, 
Edward intended to lead an army again to the Holy Land.  But enterprises nearer home claimed his attention.  
He never went to the East again but spent his long reign in Britain and France.  Edward I did not repeat his 
more romantic father’s mistake of allowing distant possibilities in the Mediterranean to divert his attention 
from the problems and opportunities of his own dominions.  The persistent effort at expansion and defence 
on his own borders—in Wales, in Scotland, and in Gascony—is the first thing for which his reign is 
important. 

Its second great importance lies in the remarkable development of institutions, and this, too, undoubtedly 
owed much to Edward’s character.  Medieval writings do not give us much insight in depth into the 
characters of kings, for they were represented as far as possible as embodiments of traditional virtues.  In 
Edward I’s case this may have been less misleading than usual.  He was, outwardly at least, a magnificently 
successful conventional man.  He was a great and active fighter from youth to death, ‘erect as a palm, he 
maintained the lightness of youth in mounting a horse or running.’ In politics he lived as expected of a king 
of his time, but much more effectively than most, for the utmost exaction of his rights.  The man who 
expelled the Jews from England and Gascony to pay for the ransom of his ally, Charles of Salerno, by the 
forfeiture of their property,1 was neither merciful nor particularly scrupulous in exacting his pound of flesh 
when he thought he had legal right on his side—as he did in his Welsh and Scots policies. ‘By God’s blood 

                                                      
1 H. G. Richardson, The English Jewry under Angevin Kings (1960), pp.213ff. 
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transferred to persons or tenements, neither the right nor the exercise of the right,21 nor be possessed by a 
private person unless22 it was given him from above as a delegated jurisdiction, nor can it be delegated 
without ordinary jurisdiction remaining with the king himself.  Those called privileges, however, though 
they belong to the crown, may nevertheless be separated from it and transferred to private persons, but only 
by special grace of the king himself;23 if his grace and special grant do not appear time does not bar the king 
from his action.  Time does not run against him here since there is no need for proof.24 For it ought to be 
apparent to all that such things belong to the crown unless the contrary can be shown by a special grant.25  In 
other matters, however,26 where proof is needed, time runs against him just as against all others.27 

1‘McIlwain, Constitutionalism Ancient and Modern,77; Schulz in E.H.R., lx, 143, 172.  This portion belongs infra 304, at n. 12          
2‘Infra iv, 281, 298 ‘omnes’          3‘E. Kantorowicz, 153          4‘Supra 20, infra 305, 412          5‘tractet’ for ‘contrectet’, as infra 
171; ‘verberaverunt et male tractaverunt’; 296, 325: ‘verberaverit, vulnaverit et male tractaverit’, 439, iii, 21           6‘ne quis rem 
alienam contrectet,’ as infra 425          7Supra 21, infra 304; ‘coerceat,’ as V and Fleta, i, ca. 17; ‘coercet,’ CE, LA, MB, MG, OA, 
OB, OC          8Belongs infra 306, at n. 5          9‘faciat’; ‘Ille qui habet’          10‘consuetudines,’ as Fleta; customs are ‘approbatas,’ 
supra 22          11‘eas’ for ‘sua’          12Supra 23, infra 305; Drogheda, 36          13Reading: ‘rex habet [omnes] dignitates, iura sive’; 
om: ‘Habet ... huiusmodi,’ a connective          14Supra 41, 47, infra 339          15Supra 42, 58, infra 293, 339          16‘adquiri’; 
‘communia’ has erroneously been twice copied          17Supra 41, 42, infra 339         18Om: ‘et’          19Supra 58, infra 305; D. W. 
Sutherland, Quo warranto, 13, 103–4          20Om: ‘Huiusmodi ... iurisdictiones,’ a connective          21‘neque ius neque’          
22‘neque ... possideri nisi hoc’         23Supra 58, infra 339          24Supra 58, infra 293; E. Kantorowicz, 168          25Sutherland, 14          
26‘vero’          27Supra 58 

Of the judge’s power. 
[fol. 107a–107b, Thorne ed. p. 304–6] The judge, that his judgments may be valid, must have 

jurisdiction, ordinary or delegated. Nor does it suffice to have jurisdiction unless he has the power of 
coercion;1 could he not ensure the execution of his judgment, his judgments would be illusory.2 Nor does a 
judge ordinary have jurisdiction and execution in every case, 

Of the division of jurisdiction; of the church and the realm. 
3[There are spiritual causes, in which a lay judge has neither cognisance nor (since he has no power of 

coercion) execution, cognisance of which belongs to ecclesiastical judges who govern and defend the 
priesthood, and secular causes, jurisdiction over which belongs to kings and princes who defend the realm, 
with which ecclesiastical judges must not meddle.] since their rights or jurisdictions are limited and separate, 
except when sword ought to aid sword,4 for there is a great difference between the clerical estate and the 
realm.5 

Of the regulation of jurisdictions in the realm (as to the ecclesiastical estate 
nothing for the present). 

Since nothing relating to the clerical estate is relevant to this treatise, we therefore must see who, in 
matters pertaining to the realm, [has ordinary jurisdiction,6 and then who] ought to act as judge.  It is clear 
that it is the king himself and no other, could he do so unaided, for to that he is held bound by virtue of his 
oath.  For at his coronation the king must swear, having taken an oath in the name of Jesus Christ, these 
three promises to the people subject to him. 

Of the oath the king must swear at his coronation. 
7In the first place, that to the utmost of his power he will employ his might to secure and will enjoin that 

true peace shall be maintained for the church of God and all Christian people throughout his reign.  
Secondly, that he will forbid rapacity to his subjects of all degrees.  Thirdly, that he will cause all judgments 
to be given with equity and mercy, so that he may himself be shown the mercy of a clement and merciful 
God,8 in order that by his justice all men may enjoy unbroken peace. 

For what purpose a king is created; of ordinary jurisdiction. 
9To this end is a king made and chosen, that he do justice to all men [that the Lord may dwell in him, and 

he by His judgments] may separate]10 and sustain and uphold what he has rightly adjudged, for if there were 
no one to do justice peace might easily be driven away and it would be to no purpose to establish laws (and 
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do justice) were there no one to enforce them.  The king, since he is the vicar of God on earth, must 
distinguish jus from injuria,11 equity from iniquity,12 that all his subjects may live uprightly, none injure 
another, and by a just award each be restored to that which is his own.13  He must surpass in power all those 
subjected to him, [He ought to have no peer, much less a superior,14 especially in the doing of justice,15 that 
it may truly be said of him, ‘Great is our lord and great is his virtue etc.,’16 though in suing for justice he 
ought not to rank above the lowliest in his kingdom.] 17nevertheless, since the heart of a king ought to be in 
the hand of God,18 let him, that he be not unbridled, put on the bridle of temperance and the reins of 
moderation, lest being unbridled, he be drawn toward injustice.  For the king, since he is the minister and 
vicar of God on earth, can do nothing save what he can do de jure,19 [despite the statement that the will of 
the prince has the force of law,20 because there follows at the end of the lex the words ‘since by the lex regia, 
which was made with respect to his sovereignty’; nor is that anything rashly put forward of his own will,21 
but what has been rightly decided with the counsel of his magnates, deliberation and consultation having 
been had thereon, the king giving it auctoritas.]  His power is that of jus, not injuria22 [and since it is he 
from whom jus proceeds, 23from the source whence jus takes its origin no instance of injuria ought to arise,24 
and also, what one is bound by virtue of his office to forbid to others, he ought not to do himself.]25 26as 
vicar and minister of God on earth, for that power only27 is from God, [the power of injuria however, is 
from the devil, not from God, and the king will be the minister of him whose work he performs,] whose 
work he performs.28  Therefore as long as he does justice he is the vicar of the Eternal King, but the devil’s 
minister when he deviates into injustice, 29For he is called rex not from reigning but from ruling well, since 
he is a king as long as he rules well30 but a tyrant when he oppresses by violent domination the people 
entrusted to his care.31 Let him, therefore, temper his power by law, which is the bridle of power,32 that he 
may live according to the laws, for33 the law of mankind has decreed that his own laws bind the lawgiver,34 
and elsewhere in the same source, it is a saying worthy of the majesty of a ruler that the prince acknowledge 
himself bound by the laws.35  Nothing is more fitting for a sovereign than to live by the laws,36 nor is there 
any greater sovereignty than to govern according to law,37 and he ought properly to yield to the law what the 
law has bestowed upon him,38 for the law makes him king.39  And since it is not only40 necessary that the 
king be armed with weapons and laws but [with wisdom],41 let the king learn wisdom that42 he may maintain 
justice, and God will grant wisdom to him, 43and when he has found it he will be blessed if he holds to it,44 
45for there is honour and glory in the speech of the wise and the tongue of the imprudent is its own 
overthrow;46 47the government of the wise man is stable, and the wise king will judge his people, but if he 
lacks wisdom he will destroy them,48 for from a corrupt head corruption descends to the members, and if 
understanding and virtue do not flourish in the head it follows that the other members cannot perform their 
functions.  49A king ought not only to be wise but merciful, his justice tempered with wisdom and mercy.  
Yet though there is greater safety in having to render a final account for mercy rather than judgment,50 it is 
safest that [a judge’s] 51eyes precede his steps,52 that judgment not become uncertain through unconsidered 
discretion nor mercy debased by indiscriminate application, for mercy is indeed unjust when it is extended to 
the incorrigible.  53Nor does the grace of our august liberality extend to those who, having been pardoned an 
earlier offence, take it to be approved by custom rather than deserving of punishment.54  And when a judge 
is indulgent to the unworthy, does he not expose all to the infection of regression?55  Let him therefore be 
merciful to the unworthy in this way, as always to feel compassion for the man.  And let him not in 
judgment show mercy to the poor man,56 that is, the mercy of remission, though to him there ought to be 
shown, as to all men, the mercy of compassion.  And to whom and in what fashion a judge57 should be 
merciful, the merits or demerits of persons shall instruct him. 

3 Infra iii, 46, 121, 123, iv, 63; Tancred, 97; Richardson in Traditio, vi, 69-70          3 Drogheda, 112, 115, 137, 165 4Infra 383, 
iv, 278, 327, 375          3Br. and Azo, 198–9          4Infra 383, iv, 278, 327, 375          5Infra iv, 248, 281, 298          6The portion supra 
166, n. 2 belongs here; a portion belonging et 306, n. 5, has been transferred with it; see also 306, n. 24          7–8Coronation oath, 
third recension: Richardson in Speculum, xxiv, 44: Hoyt in Traditio, xi, 238, 251          9Schulz in E.H.R., lx, 137–43; Richardson in 
Traditio, vi, 76 ff. E. Kantorowicz, 143 ff.; Lewis in Speculum, xxxix, 253 ff.          10Belongs infra n. [9]; ‘ipse per’          11Supra n. 
[8]          12D.1.1.1.1; ‘aequum,’ as D., infra iii, 52          13Inst. 1.1.3; D.1.1.10.1; supra 166          14Glanvill, vii, 10; supra 33, 157, 
infra 253, iv, 159, 281          15Supra 33          16Psl. 146:5          17Om: et licet ... praecellat,’ a connective          18Prov. 21:1; 
C.1.1.8.3; supra 20          19Cf. E. Kantorowicz, 155          20Inst. 1.2.6; D.1.4.1.pr.; supra 19. Cf. Schulz, 171, Richardson, 76, but 77 
n. 11, E. Kantorowicz, 152          21Inst. 1.2.6, gl. v. ‘placuit,’ ‘non omnis vox iudicis est sententia, et sic nec omnis vox principis est 
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lex.’          22Infra iii, 184: ‘Est enim ius et eius contrarium iniuria’          23–24C.8.4.6.pr.; cf. E. Kantorowicz, 155          25D.8.5.15: 
‘quod alium facientem prohibere ex officio necesse habuit, id ipse committere non debuit’; ‘quod,’ ‘ipse,’ as D; infra iv, 244          
26Om: ‘Exercere ... iuris,’ a connective          27‘sola’ for ‘solius’          28Cf. Schulz, 140, 171; Richardson, Bracton, 29          29–

30Leges Angl. 11, 1 B 7: Liebermann, i. 637          31Policraticus, viii, 17 (777d)          32Supra 33, 110           33‘quia,’ as Schulz, 171           
34D.2.2; 2.2.1; Schulz, 141, 166          35C.1.14.4; Azo, Summa Inst. proe. Azonis, no. 1          36C.6.23.3          37C.1.14.4; E. 
Kantorowicz, 104          38Azo, Summa Cod. 1.14, no. 16; supra 33          39Supra 33, 110          40‘solum,’ as Schulz, 141, 172; 
Kantorowicz, 44–6          41Supra 21          42‘ut,’ as Fleta, i, ca. 17          43–44Prov. 3:13; 3:18          45–46Eccl. 5:15          47–48Eccl. 
10:1; 10:3; Policraticus, v. 11 (567d), v. 7 (554b)          49New paragraph          50C. 26, qu. 7, c. 12: ‘nonne melius est propter 
misericordiam rationem dare quam propter crudelitatem?’          51–52Prov. 4:25          53–54C.1.4.3.4          55C. 23, qu. 4, c. 33: ‘Nonne 
cum uni indulget indigno, ad prolapsionis contagium provocat universos?’          56Ibid., c. 44; Exod. 23:3          57Not the king, as 
Schulz, 172. 

Against whom the assise [of novel disseisin] lies and in what ways one falls into the assise . . .  
[fol. 171b, Thorne ed. p. 3:42–3] Among other things we must see who it is that ejects, a prince by virtue 

of his power or another in his name, or a judge who has decided improperly, or a private person. If it is the 
prince or king or another who has no superior except God,1 the remedy by assise will not lie against him; 
there will only be opportunity for a petition, that he correct and amend his act.2 If he fails so to do, let it 
suffice him for punishment that he await God the Avenger, who says, ‘Vengeance is mine and I will 
repay,’3 unless one says that the universitas regni and his baronage may and ought to do this in the king's 
own court.4 But if another is in seisin by the act and disseisin of the prince, immediately or after a time, 
though he falls into the assise and is subject to a penalty, or only to restitution according as seisin has come 
to him at once or after a time, he nevertheless may not be sued by the assise without the prince, because, 
though in one sense he has committed the disseisin, he has not done so alone but with another, that is, with 
the prince, and thus cannot answer without him.5 The assise, therefore, does not proceed. But indirectly and, 
so to speak, incidentally, even without writ, the person of the prince may be brought in, to the extent that he 
amend his deed, or the injuria will clearly fall upon him. For example, suppose that the assise is brought 
only against him to whom the thing was transferred, who is bound both to restitution and a penalty, or at 
least to restitution, and he replies that he ought not to answer without the prince because the prince, by 
himself or by his people, committed the injuria, [or] both together did; from then on the act and the injuria 
will be on the head of the lord king, who ought to be called the warrantor, so to speak, of the act, and from 
then on he can if he wishes amend his act, compelled, so to speak by the law, which, since he is subject to 
it, he ought faithfully to observe.6 7<If a bailiff or servant committed the disseisin in the name of the king, 
the assise must be taken, but must not proceed to judgment until the king's will is ascertained.>8  

1 Supra ii, 110          2 Supra ii, 33          3 Supra ii, 21; G. Post in Proceed. Third Int. Congress of Medieval Canon Law, 113; W. 
C. Jordan in L.Q.R., lxxxviii, 25          4 Supra ii, 110; B.N.B., no. 857          5 Infra 118          6 Supra ii, 166; Tierney in Speculum, 
xxxviii, 316          7 Supra i, 393          8 Supra 35, infra 139 

 




